Abstract. Acoustic Emission (AE) is one of the popular non-destructive (NDT) techniques and its applications have increased subsequently for Structural Health Monitoring (SHM). During the past few decades, many successful research works have evidently shown remarkable capability of AE for early damage detection of composite materials. This paper investigated the application of single channel acoustic emission (AE) source location detection method, utilizing time-frequency analysis for thin composite plates. Besides, failure characterization using Modal Acoustic Emission (MAE) also presented. Modal analysis of AE signals or MAE can offers a better theoretical background for acoustic emission analysis; which is necessary to get more qualitative and quantitative result and therefore, increase the reliability of early failure characterization for thin composite plates. For this study, tensile tests were conducted on the glass fiber epoxy resin specimen with small notch; and four channels of acoustic emission system were used to acquire AE signals. The results revealed that in practical, single channel AE source location was difficult to be done. Also, the study has successfully showed that matrix cracks and fiber fracture produced AE signals which dominated by symmetric wave mode.
Introduction
During the past few decades, many successful research works have evidently shown remarkable capability of AE for early damage detection of composite materials [1] and it is very suitable for Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) system [2] . However, in composites, the challenge for a reliable and accurate AE results is huge due to the anisotropic behavior of the materials. Owing to that, Modal Analysis of AE signals or Modal Acoustic Emission (MAE) was introduced to offers a better theoretical background for acoustic emission analysis; which is necessary to get more qualitative and quantitative result [3] especially for composites.
MAE treats AE signals as mechanical waves which propagate through thin structure in a variety of modes and have the characteristics of dispersion and attenuation. Plate wave theory and Lamb wave analysis for thin plates can clarify the existence of these wave modes and it was well explained by many previous works [4, 5] . Analyzing these different modes of AE signals will give more accurate result of failure characterization and source location detection; and also made single sensor source location possible [6] . In some research works, only standard pencil break test were performed to prove the findings [7 -9] . Even though the results were reasonably good, almost all works were only up to case specific but not competent enough to apply for wide range of materials such as composite materials. The fact that pencil break test is actually created only external AE source, make almost all previous studies are invalid for real case such as in composite laminates micro-failure characterization study which the sources are produced internally. This paper was aimed to report and discussed the MAE investigation on thin composite laminates sample under tensile test.
According to Lamb wave theory for thin plates, two major wave modes exist; symmetric and asymmetric wave mode [5] . In general, researchers in Non-destructive Techniques (NDT) field relate this propagation theory (Lamb wave) with the laminated plate wave theory due to the similarity of wave modes that exist in both theories. Symmetrical Lamb wave mode (S) is sometimes called the extensional mode because the wave is stretching and compressing the plate in the wave motion direction. Meanwhile, the asymmetrical Lamb wave mode (A) is often called the flexural mode because a large portion of the motion moves in a normal direction to the plate, and a little motion occurs in the direction parallel to the plate.
Surgeon & Wevers [3] have discussed about the relation of these wave modes with the source orientation due failure mechanisms in composite plates. They proposed an interesting suggestion; matrix cracks and fibre fracture will generate extensional wave mode while delamination is expected to produce flexural wave mode; as shown in figures 1(a & b) . Therefore, it is expected that matrix cracking and fibre fracture will give an 'in-phase' signals from two sensors which each of it is located on the top and bottom surface of composite plates; as shown as set up in figure 2 . Meanwhile 'out-of-phase' signals are predicted if the AE source is from delamination. The dispersion curves of S and A modes can be derived from Lamb's characteristic equation [11] , (1) for symmetric modes, and (2) for asymmetric modes, where , and . The parameters d, , k, , and are the plate thickness, angular frequency, wave number, phase velocity, longitudinal wave velocity and transverse wave velocity respectively. Meanwhile, the relation between the group velocity, and phase velocity, can be expressed as [11] , Together with Lamb wave analysis, MAE also required signal's time frequency information. For this purpose, Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) can provide better accuracy for both time and frequency information compared with STFT method [12] . Several researchers who interested in MAE have successfully used Wavelet analysis, either for source location [6 -10] or failure characterization [14, 15] . However, Hafizi et al. have shown the source mapping result using STFT in their work [13] .
The CWT of a function as defined by Chui [16] can be expressed as, (4) where s > 0 and the superscript * indicates the complex conjugate. The term is the basic wavelet. The parameter s in (Eq. 4) is stand for the scale of basic wavelet and it is related to signal frequency. Meanwhile, the parameter stands for shift or position of basic wavelet and it can be related with time of the signal. Plotting wavelet transform magnitude on s-axis will give the timefrequency view of a signal with improved time and frequency resolution compared to STFT.
There are many basic wavelets available and appropriate choice of it will give better result. In this study, Morlet wavelet which is identical to Gabor wavelet [17] and has similar shape as an impulse [18] was used. It can be defined as [17, 18] , (5) The scale, s can be related with the frequency by this relation, (6) where the coefficient or can be written as wavelet centre frequency, is depends on the sampling frequency and the selected minimum scale; as explained by Simonovski & Boltezar [17] .
Experimentation
An unidirectional, 400 mm × 400 mm × 2.9 mm thin fibreglass epoxy resin plates with stacking sequence [0º] 4 was prepared using the hand lay-up method. Later, the plate was cut into smaller piece; 250 mm × 25 mm (250 mm length is in fibre direction) with 6mm notch, for tensile test. Four AE sensors (Physical Acoustic Corporation, R6α) with resonance frequency 60 kHz were attached on the sample and numbered as in figure 3 . All sensors were connected individually to four single channels Physical Acoustic Corporation (PAC) AE Node systems and the systems were combined to create a four channel AE system for data acquisition. All AE Node were set to sample AE data at 5 M/sec with threshold at 45 dB. AE signals were analog filtered between 20 kHz to 200 kHz. The full experimental set-up was as shown in figure 3 and figure 4 and the tensile test was done at the rate of 2 mm per minutes. Before started the tensile test, pencil lead break (Hsu-Nielsen test) was done on the sample; 50 mm from sensor 3. Two set of Hsu-Nielsen test was done; one on the surface or x-y plane (for flexural source) and another one on the edge or y-z plane (for extensional source). The Hsu-Nielsen test results can be used for source location determination using MAE technique and also for the verification of AE signals acquired from tensile test.
Results and discussion
Hsu-Nielsen test results. Typical AE signal's waveforms from Hsu-Nielsen test can be viewed as in figure 5 and figure 6 respectively. The dotted line indicates the AE signal from sensor 1 and the solid line shows the signal from sensor 2. In the meantime, figure 7 shows the frequency spectrum comparison of typical AE signal from sensor 1 for both types of AE sources. As expected, both extensional and flexural sources gave two peak frequencies; which are symmetric S mode, and asymmetric A mode. The most dominant wave propagation between the two modes can be determined by looking at the waveform comparison in figure 5 and 6 . It can be concluded that, the Meanwhile, the wavelet analysis of the signal captured by sensor 1 for both types of AE sources were as shown in figures 8 (a & b) . Note that, each frequency components arrived to the sensor at different arrival time. The time differences can be used for source mapping; especially using single channel of AE system. In order to calculate source location using MAE, the group velocity for both A and S modes need to be determined. Therefore, the dispersion curve for 250 mm × 25 mm fiberglass epoxy resin plate with density value 1600 kg/m 3 and thickness 29 mm was generated by using PACshare Dispersion Curves software and can be viewed as in figure 9 . It is observed that, when frequency is smaller than 400 kHz, only fundamental modes; S o and A o occur. According to Jingpin et al. [8] , the distance from AE source to sensor 3, can be calculated as, (7) where and are the group velocities of frequency at A o and S o modes; and and are the arrival time of frequency at A o and S o modes to sensor 3. A single channel source location determination was done by using information from wavelet analysis, dispersion curves and equation (7) .
From wavelet analysis of an AE signal which generated from extensional source (figure 8a), the arrival time of A o and S o modes for was at 0.1726 milliseconds and 0.0151 milliseconds, respectively. Meanwhile, according to the group velocity dispersion curves (figure 9), the wave velocity of A o and S o modes for the same AE signal were 1359 ms -1 and 2870 ms -1 , respectively. Therefore the distance between source location and sensor 1 as calculated using equation (7) was 55.76 mm; which is 5.76 mm error if compared to actual location. In the meantime, using the same calculation, the source detection result for AE signal that generated from flexural source was 43.22 mm; which is 6.78 mm error if compared to actual location.
Structural Health Monitoring: Research and Applications
Tensile test results. The tensile test for the composite sample with small notch was done until the sample reach final fracture (figure 10b). The failure starts to develop and propagates at the notch area as shown in figure 10 (a) , where matrix cracks and fibre fracture were expected to occur due to the notch. Approximately 9000 of AE data (hits) were successfully recorded during the whole experiment. However, it is more interesting to view and characterized the failure mechanism at it earliest stage. Owing to that, AE data from the first 16 seconds as in figure 11 were further processed in detailed; where almost all the AE sources was from matrix cracks during this time frame, and it can easily be seen by naked eye. From all these data, only four hits which occurring at the notch area as shown in figure 11 were recorded by source mapping algorithm in AE win software. Unlike the signals from Hsu-Nielsen test, only one peak frequency appears from wavelet analysis of all four AE signals that produced by matrix cracks; which makes the single channel AE source mapping is difficult to be done. The wavelet analysis result for all signals show consistency with its FFT and waveform comparison. Fibre fracture was also predicted to produce S mode. Barré & Benzeggagh [19] have reported that fibre fracture of glass fibre reinforced polypropylene samples gave 85 -95 dB amplitude range. Therefore, in order to get the fibre breakage AE signals, all AE events from tensile test were filtered at 90dB amplitude. Figure 17 details the analysis for an AE signal which originated from fibre breakage. Noted that, wavelet analysis also revealed only dominant frequency from the signal; S mode. It can be concluded that, in general, both matrix cracks and fibre fracture show the same characteristic in term of wave propagation mode; except for the signal's amplitude. 
Summary
The study was successfully presented the Modal Acoustic Emission investigation on thin laminated composite sample. By using an appropriate set up, matrix cracks and fibre fracture can be seen producing AE signals which dominant by symmetric (S) wave mode. But in practical, this set up might be difficult to be achieved unless the composite plates were embedded with appropriate sensor on its top and bottom surface. On the other hand, Hsu-Nielsen test on the sample shows great accuracy using single channel source mapping utilizing MAE, however it seemed to be unpractical in real case since it is difficult to get signals which have two very clear dominant wave mode. As mentioned, matrix cracks and fibre fracture were revealed producing only a single clear wave propagation mode; S mode.
